
2015 All-Indiana Elite 80 Showcase 

 
Eighty of Indiana’s top uncommitted basketball players participated in the invitation only All-Indiana Showcase 
on Sunday August 30th in Noblesville, Indiana. The showcase included players from five different classes (15) 
2016s, (24) 2017s, (20) 2018s, (15) 2019s, (6) 2020s. The participants included 27 six footers and 21 top 10 
ballers, within their class, across the 2017,18,19 classes. The uncommitted 2016 class included 10 of the class’s 
top 75 players that brought in over 25 NAIA/D3 college coaches to the event. The incoming frosh class, 2019, 
included IGBRRs entire Top 10 of that class. 

 

 

 

The event started with an hour of station work. The participants rotated between four station including skill 
training with Shon Bolden of Living Empowered Sports, a lecture from Tim Drudge of St Vincent Sports 
Performance, a warmup shooting station and a plyo workout with the Athlete Factory. The next three hours of 
the event included 4 games from each squad, including a live streaming court 3 game that can be viewed on 
thecube.com. Team rosters, participant list, and links to court 3 game video can be found at IGBRR.COM .  
Following are just a few of the participants that stood out throughout the event. 



 

 

2016 

Emma Wolfe  SG Ft Wayne Luers One of the top remaining uncommitted shooters in the 
2016 class. 5’9 shooting guard that uses instincts, skill and a nice stroke to capitalize on her chances. Was a 
solid scoring contributor on the Green team that put up some big offensive numbers throughout the day. 
Earned All-Indiana All-Showcase Team distinction by the coaching staff. 

Riley Popplewell F South Central A versatile 5’11 forward that uses her athleticism and skill set to 
create advantageous matchups on both ends. The ability to defend 3 through 5, rebounds the ball well, and 
has the ability to play around the hoop or can put the ball on the floor from outside the paint. Was a 
consistent presence for the Purple squad throughout the event. 

Micaela Box  PG Bremen A tough competitor in every sense of the word. Multiple sport 
athlete that provides energy, leadership and skill. Good court vision, impacts game with instincts and skill set 
on both ends. D2 interest & offers. Had solid day with the undefeated Red squad. 

 

2017 

Rachel McLimore SG Covenant Christian Crafty scorer, the ability to score the basketball in nearly 
every fashion with plus footwork, instincts, broad skill set and solid 5’10 frame.  D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 
10 class of 2017. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team selection by coaching staff.  

Destiny Perkins PG Lawrence North Quick athletic point that can score in bunches. Has great 
ability to create for herself & teammates off the dribble. Strong going to the basket & capable shooter. Solid 
on the ball defender. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2017. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team selection 
by coaching staff. 



Aly Reiff  G Whitko  Combo guard with a nice solid 5’11 frame. Has the skill, 
frame, and instincts to play and defend multiple spots on the floor providing versatility. Consistent scorer, 
finds multiple ways to score and contribute. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2017. All-Indiana All-
Showcase Team selection by coaching staff. 

Daily Sullivan  PG South Bend St Joseph  As solid as they come as true point guard. Nice 
handles, good decision making, gets teammates involved and has the ability to score and create going hard to 
the hole. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2017. All-Indiana All-Showcase selection by coaching staff. 

Sam Hammel  G Pendleton Heights Hard nosed kid with a high motor that makes plays 
consistently on both ends. Deceptively athletic with a solid skill set. Under the radar recruit with improving 
stock.  Very consistent performance throughout day for the Purple squad. 

Madison Parker G Homestead Solid in nearly every aspect of the game. Good fundamentals, can 
shot the ball, can make plays and create space. Plays hard with good instincts and values the ball making good 
decisions consistently. Demonstrated solid consistent play for the Blue squad throughout the event.  

2018 

Angel Baker  PG Pike Explosive 5’6 point with exceptional handles and feel for the game.  Good 
athlete with ability to get to the rim or create shot or space with skill set, footwork and instincts. D1 offers in 
hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2018. All-Indiana All-Showcase selection by coaching staff. 

Emily Kiser  F Noblesville Big 6’2 frame with good hands and feet. Operates physically 
around the basket, plus rebounder, with the ability to face up and can hit the open 3. Improving offensively in 
the paint and does a good job of battling for position on both ends. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 
2018. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team selection by coaching staff. 

Amy Dilk  PG Carmel  Solid performer from the point, good handles, makes good 
decisions with the ball, nice floater going to the rim. Rebounds the well from the point and defends well with 
good anticipation and instincts. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team selection by coaching staff. 

Cassidy Hardin SG Center Grove Considered one the premier sharp shooters in the Midwest. Quick 
release, good footwork, and deadly accurate from the arch.  Strong frame, good instincts, improving game off 
the bounce. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2018. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team selection by 
coaching staff. 

Claire Geiser  F Evansville Central Strong 6’0 frame with nice rounded skill set lends to 
versatility on both ends of the floor. Nice footwork and hands around the basket and very capable of facing up 
and playing from the wing. Somewhat under the radar 2018 to keep an eye on as she continues to develop. 

2019 

Shaila Beeler  PG Warren Central Quick explosive point that gets to the rim with skill and 
athleticism. Plays bigger than 5’5 size, able to break down defender off dribble and plays sticky man defense 
with quick hands and feet. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2019. All-Indiana All-Showcase Team 
selection by coaching staff. 



Jorie Allen  W Bedford North Lawrence Big strong 6’0 frame with guard skills.  Size & skill 
set makes her versatile on both ends of the floor. Rebounds well, can push against guards and finish against 
post. D1 offers in hand, IGBRR Top 10 class of 2019. Played well for Red team that went 4-0 on the day.   

Taylor Boruff  SG Northwestern  Crafty lefty guard that scores in multiple ways. Nice stroke 
out to the three, solid off the bounce attacking the rim. See floor very well with good instincts for game 
creates scoring opportunities for teammates and herself. 

2020 

Lindsey Syrek  W University  Long 6’0 wing with good feel for the game. Has the ability to put 
the ball on the floor from wing or work around basketball against smaller matchups. Rebounds the ball and 
runs floor well in transition on both ends. Comfortable and capable against the older competition with a 
couple double digit scoring games. 

Sydney Parrish G Fishers  6’0 guard with advanced skill set for age and size.  Good handles 
and able to finish going to rim with length, along with solid stroke out to three. Disruptive on defensive end 
with instints and wingspan. Very competitive performance with undefeated Red Squad, played with energy 
and high motor. 

 

 
ALL-INDIANA ALL-SHOWCASE TEAM 

L-R A.Baker (2018 Pike), A.Dilk (2018 Carmel), C.Hardin (2018 Center Grove), E.Kiser (2018 Noblesville), 
S.Beeler (2019 Warren Central), D.Perkins (2017 Lawrence North), E.Wolfe (2016 FTW Luers), 

 D.Sullivan (2017 SB St Joe) R.McLimore (2017 Covenant Christian) A.Reiff (2017 Whitko) 

 


